
Handheld POS

We’ve packaged all the features and functionality of our all-in-one POS in a pocket-sized 
format that gives your staff unlimited flexibility. Staff can view open and closed tabs 
directly from this durable mobile POS. They can easily comp, void, refund and discount 
items at tableside. They’ll save countless steps while serving large parties and events 
since they can effortlessly split, move, and merge guest tabs on-the-fly. 

Pre-Auth and Start Tabs Table Side 
Order anything from the menu by starting a new tab or adding onto an existing order. Authorize 
new tabs directly from the device to ensure a payment is always attached to a tab. Search and 
browse for menu items the same way as the stationary POS. Change menu views in “spots and 
menus” in the GoTab mobile POS app settings.

Full Payments Flexibility 
Accept all payment forms directly at the table. No need to have physical cash drawers to accept 
cash. Easily accept contactless tap to pay. Set up GoTab Pass RFID cards or wristbands.

Manage Products and View Sales Reports 
Retrieve full sales metrics directly from the Handheld POS. And with full product management 
flexibility, you can quickly adjust inventory levels, 86 items, or set product delays. 

Built-in Features 
Clock in/out, send and place new orders, pre-authorize credit cards, accept all payment types 
(contactless tap to pay; card, cash, event deposits, etc.), menu management (86 & disable items; 
set product delays), inventory management.
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Cloud-Based 
Software 

Get Started 
Immediately  
We set up the 
software and send 
you the hardware to 
get up and running.

Manage Tabs Everywhere

Speed & Efficiency 
Use anywhere within the operation to quickly input 
orders, view tabs, and take payments.

Unmatched Convenience   
Staff no longer need to walk back & forth between a 
stationary POS and the guest. Easily comp/void, add 
discounts, services fees & more all from the handheld 
device. 

Improve Guest Experiences 
Focus more on the guests’ needs and wants instead 
of traversing tables and POS stations.

Payment Flexibility  
Accept all payment types with options for every 
scenario; i.e., Cash, Credit Card, Debit Card, Event 
Deposits.

Transform your guest experience while 
streamlining ordering, fulfillment and revenue 
operations. Staff manage more tables with 
fewer steps. Guests get fast, responsive service 
that keeps them coming back.

Handheld POS

We will match competitor rates.
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